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Abstract—Insurance claims processing involves multi-domain
entities and multi-source data, along with a number of human-
agent interactions. Consequently, this processing is traditionally
manually-intensive and time-consuming. Blockchain technology-
based platforms for intelligent automation can significantly im-
prove the scale and response time of claims processing. However,
there is a need to secure such platforms against fraud (e.g.,
duplicate claims) and the loss of data integrity caused due to
cyber-attacks (e.g., Sybil attack). In this paper, we propose a
novel “ClaimChain”, a consortium Blockchain platform that
transforms the state-of-the-art NICB/ISO database architecture
approach through increased shared intelligence and participa-
tion of insurance companies. ClaimChain features include: (a)
automation of insurance claim processing via implementation
of a Blockchain infrastructure, (b) infrastructure-level threat
modeling via attack tree formalism for data integrity attacks, and
(c) application-level fraud modeling for identified prominent red
flags through machine learning models and risk scoring on the
basis of risk severity. We evaluate the scalability of ClaimChain
by simulating realistically large number of Blockchain transac-
tions of claim processing. Further, we show that data integrity
attacks at the infrastructure-level can be mitigated (as seen in
reduction of 24% probability in loss) through implementation of
security design principles. We also perform fraud-detection over
an open dataset in ClaimChain to show how machine learning
models can detect fraudulent activity with 98% accuracy.

Index Terms—Insurance claims processing, Blockchain, Attack
trees, Fraud detection, Statistical model checking

I. INTRODUCTION

The insurance industry manages auto-insurance claim pro-
cessing through information from multi-domain entities such
as e.g., police, county administrators, insurance agents and
healthcare professionals [1]. These entities collaborate to share
multi-source information that is critical for insurance com-
panies to properly adjudicate policy holder claims. However,
most of the current claim handling processes are manually
handled and time-consuming due to lack of automation mech-
anisms for data collection/analysis, as well as technologies
to perform trustworthy decision making. Thus, there is a need
for integration of intelligent automation and trust management
frameworks at the application-level to improve the efficiency
and scalability of insurance claims processing.
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Fig. 1: NICB/ISO database used by multi-domain entities (Special Investiga-
tion Units, Law enforcers) to perform fraudulent claims investigations.

Online insurance claim handling systems hosted in lo-
cal/cloud storage platforms are also prone to cyber attacks.
These attacks could result in loss of data confidentiality
(e.g., through stealing of sensitive personal information such
as social security numbers of policy holders, their personal
property details), and more importantly lead to loss of data
integrity that can result in fradulent claims. Consequently,
there is a need to ensure there are relevant threat models and
security mechanisms at the infrastructure-level in insurance
claim handling systems to mitigate the impact of cyber attacks.

Fig. 1 shows the state-of-the-art approach used in the auto-
insurance industry to handle the automation, security and trust
issues. The method involves a national-level consortium viz.,
National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) [2], which operates
as a non-profit membership organization in order to maintain
a database of several major insurance industry memberships.
NICB also collaborates with the Insurance Services Office
(ISO) [3], which audits all the claims that are processed by the
participating NICB members. The overall collaboration thus
helps the insurance industry members of NICB in identifying
fraudulent activities and for pursuing corrective measures (e.g.,
fraud mitigation efforts, prosecution of insurance fraud) in
questionable claims [4].

There are a number of obvious problems within the current
database architecture approach used in the NICB/ISO system.
Firstly, only the participating members have access to the
database, and need to pay significant annual member fees
that smaller insurance companies cannot afford. Thereby, a
fraudster could initiate two insurance policies, one with an
NICB member, and another with a non-member - in order
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to submit duplicate claims and obtain double compensation.
Secondly, there are security and privacy issues in accessing the
database that may lead to unauthorized access that could lead
to loss of data integrity (e.g., data manipulation through an
injection attack). These problems motivate the idea of using a
consortium Blockchain approach that can transform the state-
of-the-art NICB/ISO database approach in order to perform
intelligent automation with multi-source data by involving
multi-domain entities in a manner that is trustworthy and
secure at the infrastructure and application levels.

In this paper, we propose “ClaimChain”, which is a con-
sortium Blockchain platform for auto-insurance claims pro-
cessing with increased shared intelligence and participation
of insurance companies of all sizes. Our ClaimChain utilizes
the benefits of Blockchain technology [5] and thus presents
a superior/secure solution than the NICB/ISO database archi-
tecture approach. Specifically, our Blockchain-based solution
approach provides benefits such as e.g., decentralized architec-
ture to manage trust, data transparency, immutability as well
as auditability. Realizing that a Blockchain-based solution is
also prone to have attack surfaces [6], we devise schemes
to improve both infrastructure-level as well as application-
level security. In order to provide infrastructure-level security
in ClaimChain, we present a novel threat model based on
attack tree formalism [7] and employ security design principles
to counter data integrity attacks. In addition, we present an
application-level fraud model to identify prominent NICB-
identified red flags through the use of machine learning and a
risk scoring scheme for accurately detecting fraudulent claims
in the data hosted via ClaimChain.

We implement and evaluate our ClaimChain system using
a realistic testbed built using a Hyperledger Composer in-
stance hosted in Amazon Web Services. We first evaluate the
scalability of ClaimChain through simulation of realistically
large number of Blockchain transactions of claim processing,
and compare the performance of ClaimChain with a state-of-
the-art CioSy system [8] (which uses Ethereum) for different
operations of issuance, approval and cancellation pertaining
to insurance policies. Next, we perform a qualitative analysis
of ClaimChain with other existing Blockchain-based solutions
for different insurance industry applications. Following this,
we use a formal verification tool called UPPAAL [9] to
show how our ClaimChain approach allows for mitigation of
data integrity attacks at the infrastructure-level through the
implementation of careful mix of security design principles
(i.e., hardening, sufficient documentation, principle of privi-
lege attenuation) [10] [11]. Lastly, we show how our Claim-
Chain approach enables fraud-detection over an experimental
dataset [12] through use of machine learning. Specifically,
we experiment with XGBoost, KNN, RCF and LR machine
learning models and show how we can detect fraudulent
activity with high accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II discusses related works. Section III presents our Claim-
Chain approach for insurance claims processing. Section IV
presents our schemes for improving infrastructure-level and
application-level security. Section V describes the performance

evaluation of ClaimChain’s threat model for securing at the
infrastructure-level, and the fraud model for securing at the
application-level. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Blockchain in Insurance Claims Processing

Blockchain offers transparency and auditability enabling
distributed trust amongst participating peers. Smart contracts
in Blockchain also reduce operation and maintenance cost,
and improve processing time [13]. Authors in [14] propose
a Blockchain framework for insurance claims handling by
exchanging documents as part of collective knowledge sharing
across multi-domain entities involved, thus increasing accessi-
bility and reducing discrepancies. Similarly, the authors of [15]
explored the possibility of Blockchain integration in the insur-
ance industry from a regulation point of view. They showed
how auditability enables transparency and compliance with
regulation. WISChain [16] introduces a Blockchain framework
for insurance companies and claimants. They briefly address
security issues via their design of a browser extension for
web identity security through password protection. Authors
in [13] showed how a shared ledger approach helps insurance
companies and third parties to calculate premiums with a low
risk and high trustworthiness.

The above review of related works strengthen our argument
that Blockchain can be beneficial in the context of insurance
claims processing. In addition, our review clearly shows that
there is a dearth of works that address threat modeling
and security design principles at both the infrastructure and
application levels for Blockchain-based insurance claims pro-
cessing. The novelty of our work is in our approach to add a
security layer on top of a Blockchain solution for insurance
claims processing that enables us to analyze impact of various
attack scenarios and employ security design principles in an
effort to reduce their probability of occurrence.

B. Attack Modeling in Blockchain Solutions

Despite many advantages, the use of Blockchain opens new
attack surfaces [6]. Though secure than traditional database
systems, Blockchain-based solutions are vulnerable to various
attacks that could lead to loss of data integrity. Hence identify-
ing attack scenarios and performing pertinent threat modeling
is essential. Security issues on cyber-physical systems have
been extensively studied in prior works. However, there are rel-
atively few works on categorization of attacks on Blockchain
platforms. For instance, the work in [17] categorized common
network attacks on Blockchain-based solutions and suggested
countermeasures to reduce vulnerabilities. Risk engineering
techniques are detailed in [18] in the context of a Blockchain-
based system to model different threats.

A few prior works adapted formal modeling of threats for
cyber-enabled systems. For instance, authors in [19] discussed
different threats on an electric cyber-physical system using the
attack tree formalism. They calculate overall risk assessment
of attacks based on their probabilities and impact through
an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Authors in [7] used
attack trees for modeling of security and privacy concerns in
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Fig. 2: ClaimChain system architecture for improving security and trust in insurance claims processing, featuring: infrastructure-level threat modeling based
on attack trees and application-level fraud modeling using ML models.

social virtual reality learning environments. They performed
quantitative analysis on the threat scenarios through stochastic
timed automata representations allowing them to perform
rigorous statistical model testing. Our work borrows the ideas
of risk assessment calculation and use of attack trees from
above works, however - we are the first (to the best of our
knowledge) to extend these concepts to a Blockchain-based
solution for insurance claims processing.

Although formal threat modeling is key to understand
different attack vectors on Blockchain-based solutions, above
works only focus on specific attacks and do not provide
a comprehensive threat modeling strategy as done in this
ClaimChain work. Our novelty is in the use of attack tree
formalism for threat modeling of various attack scenarios in
ClaimChain, and in the method to create a mix of security
design principles to reduce the probability of attacks.

C. Fraud Detection in Insurance Claim Processing

Insurance industry faces several types of insurance fraud on
a routine basis. The seriousness of insurance fraud ranges from
simple exaggeration of claims, to staging of accidents, and
all the way to intentionally create damage on insured assets.
As the insurance claim processing could involve multiple
fraud scenarios, there is a need for effective fraud detection
models that have high accuracy to help in identification of
fraudulent activities and for pursuing corrective measures
toward their mitigation. Several prior works focus on detection
of fraud in insurance claim processing using machine learning
techniques. In one of the exemplar works [20], authors utilized
an available insurance claims dataset and proposed an expert
detection system to understand fraud practices by tracking the
trends. Authors in [21] and [22] described various types of
financial fraud and proposed machine learning and data mining
techniques to overcome the hurdles to prevent monetary losses.
The works in [23] and [24] proposed secure and automated
insurance systems that help in reduction of human involvement
in detection of fraudulent claims, thus reducing financial costs
for an insurance provider.

Above works lack the consideration of major NICB-
identified red flag scenarios that can effectively categorize
fraud activities based on their risk levels as done in this work
of ClaimChain. Our review of above works also strengthens
our argument that an effective fraud detection model that is

standards-based is essential in detecting fraud and reducing
losses for insurance providers. The novelty of our approach
is in performing fraud detection considering various red flag
scenarios identified by NICB by assigning risk scores to
influence corrective actions based on severity of fraudulence
in insurance claims.

III. CLAIMCHAIN: CONSORTIUM BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION

In this section, we first describe the ClaimChain architec-
ture and compare it with the traditional NICB/ISO database
architecture. Following this, we detail the ClaimChain system
functioning and identify security as well as trust issues.

A. ClaimChain Architecture

Fig. 2 depicts our overall ClaimChain system architecture.
ClaimChain uses the Hyperledger Composer, a Linux Foun-
dation project for developing Blockchain platforms. Insurance
agents today use user-interfaces that allow them to instantiate
and cancel auto-insurance policies, as well as issue, query, or
approve insurance claims. We have developed a similar user-
interface using Angular for ClaimChain. All the peers i.e.,
participating insurance companies are connected to a Hyper-
ledger Composer through this user-interface for initiating a
transaction i.e., a claim. The user transactions are validated and
inserted into a block and dispersed within a shared Blockchain.

Two key components of our ClaimChain architecture are
the threat model for enhancing the infrastructure-level secu-
rity, and the fraud model for enhancing the application-level
security. Our threat modeling uses the attack tree formalism [7]
to identify different data integrity attack scenarios. The prob-
ability of occurrence of the attacks at the infrastructure-level
is quantified by analyzing the ClaimChain related attack tree
using Statistical Model Checking tools such as UPPAAL [9].
Details on our threat modeling at the infrastructure-level
are presented in Section IV-A. We also use a fraud model
that identifies fraudulent claims by monitoring data obtained
while handling user queries in application-level operations.
Our fraud modeling utilizes supervised machine learning to
check for fraudulent activities based on the NICB-identified
red flags to accurately detect fraud incidents. Details on
our fraud modeling at the application-level are presented in
Section IV-B.
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TABLE I: Comparison of ClaimChain and NICB/ISO database architecture approach for insurance claims processing.

Attributes NICB/ISO Database Architecture ClaimChain Architecture
Architecture Client/server architecture Peer-to-peer architecture

Authority The database is centralized in nature ClaimChain uses Blockchain which is decentralized

Transparency NICB administrators only can decide what data to be
made public

ClaimChain offers transparency in data

Privacy Requires authorized privileges for data access Permissioned ledger for consortium members

Integrity NICB uses database that can be altered by malicious
actors and can lose data integrity

ClaimChain supports integrity in data as any update
made is validated through consensus algorithm

Data Handling The data can be erased or replaced as databases utilize
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)

ClaimChain offers immutability meaning no data tam-
pering is possible within the network

B. ClaimChain vs. NICB/ISO Database Architecture
Automobile insurance is a multi-billion dollar industry with

millions of claims being processed every year [25]. Table I
shows the detailed comparison of our proposed ClaimChain
architecture with the state-of-the-art approach used in the auto-
insurance industry that is based on a NICB/ISO database
architecture. Recall, the structure and major drawbacks of
the NICB/ISO database approach were discussed earlier in
Section I. Our comparison is based on a number of critical
attributes such as: Architecture, Authority, Transparency, Pri-
vacy, Integrity and Data Handling.

It is obvious from the advantages seen in the ClaimChain
architecture that there is an imminent transformation in em-
ployment of a consortium Blockchain-based system that needs
to happen to the traditional database architecture being used
in the auto-insurance industry. More specifically, due to the
qualities of transparency, immutability, and distributed trust, a
Blockchain-based solution such as ClaimChain is a definite
alternative to the NICB/ISO database architecture. Further,
a consortium Blockchain platform can increase participation
of insurance companies without prohibitive membership fees.
Thus, it can eliminate the barrier-for-entry for smaller insur-
ance companies that can lead to collective benefits for the
insurance industry (e.g., duplicate compensation issue detailed
in Section I). Further, the security layering in ClaimChain at
the infrastructure and application levels allows for increasing
trustworthiness of the Blockchain-based system. The increased
trustworthiness can be achieved even when different multi-
domain entities are involved in the transactions made within
the Blockchain that increase the overall attack vectors.

C. ClaimChain System for Insurance Claims Processing
ClaimChain uses Blockchain transactions to implement in-

surance claim processing tasks. These transactions include
actions such as: issue claim, approve claim, and cancel pol-
icy. ClaimChain includes a smart contract in the form of
a code segment that is pre-approved by consortium peers
for manipulating an asset (i.e., an automobile policy/claim)
in the Blockchain. The execution of a smart contract in
ClaimChain is recorded as a transaction. Endorsing peers
in ClaimChain are responsible for validating a participant’s
Blockchain transactions. We also consider a World state
that represents the actual record of assets tracked by the
Blockchain. ClaimChain keeps records of all the issued claims
and policies from peers. Each participant in ClaimChain has

a Certificate Authority (CA) for defining which contracts
they have access to within a peer, and for signing off on
those performed for future auditability. Lastly, we use the
concept of an Orderer in ClaimChain that is responsible for
creating a block and readying it for other peers to perform
commit actions. Orderers ensure the validity of a transaction
by checking the attached endorsement information.

Fig. 3: Transaction issuance and approval processes within the functions
involved in the Hyperledger Chaincode.

Fig. 3 depicts the lifecycle of a ClaimChain claim asset. An
insurance agent receives a claim from a policy holder, initiates
the ‘issue claim’ smart contract, and appends their CA. Claim
information such as the policy holder’s license number, policy
id, and vehicle identification number are inserted into a claim
asset. The peer validates the transaction through simulation
and endorses it by appending their CA. The client application
continues to collect signatures from Endorsing peers in the
channel until endorsement is achieved as specified by the
endorsement policy. Then the peer makes a request to the
orderer for recording the transaction on the Blockchain. Once
the transaction’s order is determined, it is packaged into a
block and distributed to peers on the network for addition to
their record. Only after the transaction is securely recorded
is the claim asset marked as issued and inserted into the
World state. During fraud detection, the fraud model queries
our World state to check e.g., if duplicate claims are already
present. In addition, it checks for various NICB-identified red
flags in the claim information that might signal fraud.
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If the claim is approved, the agent initiates the ‘approve
claim’ smart contract and appends their CA. The ‘approve
claim’ contract uses a passed claim identifier to select a
claim from the World state, attaches risk score and settlement
value, and declares it approved by the organization. Again,
the peer validates the transaction through simulation and
endorses it by appending their CA. The client application
continues to collect signatures from the Endorsing peers in
the channel until endorsement is achieved as specified by the
endorsement policy. Then the peer makes a request to the
Orderer for recording the transaction on the Blockchain. Once
the transaction’s order is determined, it is packaged into a
block and distributed to peers on the network for addition to
their record. Only after the transaction is securely recorded is
the claim marked as approved and updated in the World state.
After a claim asset has been approved, it can no longer be
edited but persists in the World state for future reference. The
‘cancel policy’ transaction is invoked to close out a policy with
the organization. Similarly, after a policy has been canceled,
it cannot be interacted with but persists in the World state.

D. Security and Trust Issues in ClaimChain
Even though insurance data and related information are

better secured on the Blockchain, adoption of a Blockchain-
based solution engenders new attack vectors. Hence, we need
to enhance ClaimChain security by considering loss of data
integrity (LoI) attacks at the infrastructure-level and fraudulent
claims at the application-level. LoI attacks can modify or
destroy critical data in the system, compromising the veracity
and efficacy of the claim processing. In the ClaimChain
context, we consider the following notable LoI attacks:

1) Sybil Attack: Sybil attack [26] is an obvious threat to
Blockchain given its peer-to-peer architecture. Attacker can
undermine the consensus protocol by controlling a dispro-
portional share of consenting nodes. This can be achieved
by creating new peers or usurping existing ones. With a
smaller share, attacker can influence network decisions. With a
controlling share, attacker can effectively control the network.
Attack at this scale is also known as 51% attack [27].

2) Injection Attack: Injection attacks leverage exposed in-
put fields to insert malicious data into the backend. When
properly executed, malicious data can pose a serious threat to
data integrity of an insurance claim.

3) Fraudulent Claims: Fraud actions can arise from both
the users side and the multi-domain entities side. A user can
file duplicate claims or provide false information in the claim
form for increased compensation. The multi-domain entities
involved in the claim processing may perform insider-attack
during the processing of claims, thus causing data corruption.

4) Malware: In a malware attack, attacker gains access to
the backend and inserts malicious software into critical cloud
resources. Malware can result in modification of system pa-
rameters toward non system-critical functions such as crypto-
mining services or data exfiltration.

5) Timestamp Manipulation: Although Blockchain is resis-
tant to data manipulation, attackers can stall efforts to identify
fraudulent claims by modifying transaction timestamps. This
can occur when an attacker logs into ClaimChain system and

gains access to Hyperledger Composer files. With this access,
attacker can edit the timestamp of a fraudulent transaction to
a time in the past such that the application cannot identify that
block. By hiding claim transactions, these attacks compromise
the integral trait of data transparency in the Blockchain.

IV. SECURING CLAIMCHAIN AGAINST LOI ISSUES

In this section, we describe the infrastructure and application
level security schemes used in ClaimChain through a threat
model as well as a fraud model, respectively.

A. Infrastructure-level Threat Modeling
We evaluate infrastructure-level vulnerabilities of the Claim-

Chain system using the attack tree formalism [28]. By creation
of an attack tree for ClaimChain, we categorize LoI attacks
into several categories to understand various potential threat
scenarios. In addition, we use the attack tree to quantitatively
evaluate the attack probabilities using the UPPAAL Statistical
model checking (SMC) tool [9]. Based on this analysis, we
recommend security design principles to reduce the impact of
the threats.

1) Threat Modeling using an Attack Tree: We categorize
different attack scenarios (explained in Section III-D) in the
attack tree we created in Fig. 4 based on their risk to cause
loss of ClaimChain data integrity in terms of tree leaves
at the top-level: system compromise, data modification and
application compromise. We use attack tree formalism versus
using traditional threat models such as STRIDE [29] because
it provides the ability to perform a quantitative analysis of
cause-and-effect relationships pertaining to the threats, and
also because of its popularity for reliability engineering in
numerous industry domains. As described in [7], attack trees
are hierarchical models that show the attacker goals that can
be further divided into smaller nodes connected through gates
such as AND, OR, and SAND (Sequential AND). The gates
representation in an attack tree can be understood as follows:
(a) AND gate: It is activated when all of the child nodes are
activated; (b) OR gate: It is activated when at least one child
node is activated; and (c) SAND gate: It is activated as the
child nodes are activated from left to right based on the success
of previous stage and later determines the activation of the next
child node.

Under the top-level tree leaves of threat scenarios, we list the
relevant types of attacks (also known as ‘basic attack steps’)
as leaf nodes in the first lower level, and the causal steps in
the second lower level. We assume that all the basic attack
steps have a duration that is exponentially distributed, and we
represent this through an equation given by -

P (t) = 1− eλt (1)

The λ is the rate of the exponential distribution. The λ val-
ues are chosen based on the concept of weighted probabilities
used in prior works such as [30] (see Section V-B1 for details).

2) Quantitative Analysis of Attack trees: To evaluate the
probability of LoI threats that can occur in the ClaimChain
system, we use the UPPAAL SMC tool [9]. Following the
methodology in [7], we calculate the attack probabilities using
the following steps: Initially we analyze different threats in
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Fig. 4: Security Attack tree for Loss of Integrity issues in ClaimChain.

the attack tree (shown in Fig. 4) by converting them into
their equivalent stochastic timed automata (STA) representa-
tions [31]. The converted STA is formed into a network of
stochastic timed automata using the parallel composition [32]
technique and is consequently provided as an input to the
UPPAAL SMC tool.

The UPPAAL SMC tool helps in determining the likelihood
of occurrence (Pr) for different attack scenarios. For each of
the attacks involved, we generate different probabilities rele-
vant to our ClaimChain system. For our ClaimChain system,
we assign λ (rate of exponential) values for STAs at leaf nodes
in the LoI attack tree, and the likelihood of occurrence is
estimated based on the λ values. The likelihood of occurrence
value corresponding to individual leaf nodes is propagated
upward in the attack tree to determine the overall likelihood
of LoI for ClaimChain (top most node).

3) Recommended Security Design Principles: As the vari-
ous attacks occurrence is disruptive to the ClaimChain system,
we next discuss how we consider security design principles
that could strengthen the vulnerable components of the system
and reduce the attack impact. Based on the guidelines in NIST
SP800-160 document [10] [11] and empirical evaluation (as
detailed in Section V-B2), we employ three security design
principles to address the ClaimChain LoI issues: (i) Hardening
– helps in strengthening certain components in order to make
them more difficult to compromise or damage, (ii) Sufficient
Documentation – documentation and other information should
be supplied to users who have a responsibility to interact with
the system in a way that contributes to system security, and
(iii) Principle of Privilege Attenuation (POPA) – prevents un-
privileged users from cooperating with one another to acquire
access.

B. Application-level Fraud Modeling

We evaluate fraud detection at the application-level in data
hosted via ClaimChain using various red flags identified by
NICB [33]. Using machine learning, we accurately identify
patterns of red flags within ClaimChain data and feed our fraud

model with the identified patterns with various severity levels
of red flags to calculate risk scores for a given claim asset. The
risk scores can be used by Special Investigation Units, Law
enforcers to pursue corrective measures (e.g., fraud mitigation
efforts, prosecution of insurance fraud) in questionable claims.

1) Detecting Red Flags in Data using Machine Learning:
There are over 200 NICB-identified red flag conditions that
we consider in our fraud model for ClaimChain. Examples of
salient red flags that are commonly used by Special Investiga-
tion Units, Law enforcers include: (i) If a claimant takes long
time to report an accident, (ii) If incident happens within 10
days of holding the policy, (iii) If someone reports claim few
days after a holiday i.e., Christmas, thanksgiving, (iv) If no
police report is filed, and (v) If there is no witness.

Our fraud model uses machine learning to learn from any
given ClaimChain data, and identifies patterns to help make
decisions with minimal manual intervention. We use machine
learning to avoid the risk of flagging legitimate claims and
rejecting them. For instance, when a claim is registered, we can
not directly reject it in the event we find a red flag condition
in it. Red flag conditions may exist in legitimate claims due
to genuine reasons such as unintentional misentry of data by
policy holder or lack of necessary information (e.g., police
report for minor accidents). Use of machine learning models
such as KNN, RCF, LR and XGBoost helps us to identify
anomaly patterns in the user claim data considering a holistic
analysis based on NICB-identified red flags in ClaimChain
(see details in Section V-C).

2) Risk Scoring for Pursuing Corrective Measures: Fig. 5
shows how we take the output of machine learning models
featuring detected red flags with various severity levels to
assess the risk of a new claim being fraudulent. We devise
a risk scoring scheme that compares the new claim‘s entities
with an estimate of the mean of existing claims based on
red flag conditions. We calculate mean scores for differ-
ent conditions such as e.g., frequency, reporting delays by
organizing the data that is contained in the peer database
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for analysis with an analytical engine called Tableau. We
assign different risk score weights for the red flags (e.g.,
w = 50 for the case - ‘If a claimant takes long time to
report an accident’); we remark that the actual weights can be
customized by a Special Investigation Unit team depending on
their business preferences in terms of a tolerable number/scale
of investigations for a given set of claims.

We categorize the risk scores in ClaimChain depending
on their severity as High (H), Medium (M ) or Low (L).
Based on the claim risk score range as shown in Equation
2, a claim decision is made through either auto-approval or
manual approval (with additional evidence verification) or sent
for fraud investigation. We use a risk score range from 0-900
following a similar range used in the insurance industry.

Thus, the risk range for a claim and corresponding followup
is given as follows:

Rs =

{
0− 600, (Cr = L); auto− approved claim
600− 700, (Cr = M); manually approved
700− 900, (Cr = H); needs investigation

(2)

After the calculation of the risk, the claim object along
with its risk score is sent into the Hyperledger Composer
through API calls. The chaincode helps in the decision making
process of a particular claim. When a claim has a certain
risk level, the claim could be rejected or assigned for further
review/investigation through the chaincode and sent to the
attention of a claim adjudicator or a fraud analyst.

Fig. 5: Fraud detection by risk scoring of a new claim‘s entities based on
severity of red flag conditions.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate ClaimChain platform quan-
titatively using a scalability experiment, and then qualitatively
compare it with existing Blockchain-based solutions for differ-
ent insurance industry applications. Subsequently, we validate
our threat model for infrastructure-level security as well as our
fraud model for application-level security in ClaimChain.

A. Evaluation of ClaimChain as a Blockchain Solution

1) Quantitative Evaluation: The goal of our quantitative
evaluation of ClaimChain is to show that our system imple-
mentation is scalable in terms of the transactions’ processing
rate. For the purpose of conducting this scalability experiment,
we setup a ClaimChain testbed on a public cloud infrastructure

i.e., Amazon Web Services (AWS). The testbed features our
Hyperledger Composer Blockchain network hosted on an
AWS EC2 t2.micro instance with 16 GB storage. In the
experiment, we stress-test the three smart contracts: Issue
Claim, Approve Claim and Cancel Policy. We extensively
simulate each contract to account for varying processing times
in their execution. For a fair comparison with a state-of-
the-art system, we compare our ClaimChain system with the
“CioSy” [8] system. The CioSy system utilizes Ethereum and
has similar mechanism and functions defined through smart
contract methods. We use the same number of insurance
policies for our experiments with ClaimChain and CioSy, and
create a total of 1000 distinct insured accounts (the same 1000
number of accounts was used in [8] evaluations) and follow
the general use case outlined in 3 and end by canceling each
of the policies.

Fig. 6 shows the scalability results in terms of the time
taken to invoke the ClaimChain chaincode. As the number
of policies increases, the processing time increases from 0
to 240 seconds. We can see that the total time necessary for
chaincode interactions in ClaimChain is directly proportional
to the number of insurance policies, and that the number of
insured policies vastly influences the total time required. Fig. 7
shows the results for the processing time for the ClaimChain
(uses a permissioned Blockchain platform) and CioSy (uses
a permissionless Blockchain platform) systems. We can see
that the ClaimChain system processing time is comparable
if not slightly better than that of CioSy system for ‘Claim
Creation’, ‘Claim Decision’ and ‘Cancel Policy’ cases. Thus,
we conclude that our ClaimChain meets the insurance claims
processing objectives in terms of processing speed, while also
reducing administrative and operational costs by minimizing
manual interactions, and by recording the insurance transac-
tions in a tamper-proof manner.

Fig. 6: ClaimChain scalability when processing different operations of is-
suance, approval and cancellation with different number of insurance policies.

2) Qualitative Evaluation: Table II distinguishes Claim-
Chain from other existing Blockchain-based solutions for
different insurance industry applications. Inspeer [34] is a
Blockchain-based insurance company that focuses on process
transparency. On the other hand, Friendsurance [35] focuses
on offering online contract management with their fully fea-
tured digital bancassurance platform. Etherisc’s [36] generic
insurance framework includes core application specific smart
contracts and microservices based on which, users can invest
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TABLE II: Comparison of ClaimChain with existing Blockchain-based solutions for different insurance industry applications.

Blockchain Solu-
tion

Basic Methods Exemplar Tools Scalability Adding
Peers

Fraud
Detection

Other Advantages

Inspeer [34] Proprietary Robo advisor Medium Public No Ability to increase and
insure deductible

Friendsurance [35] Digital Brokerage Bancassurance High Private No Offers rewards for stay-
ing claims-free

Etherisc [36] Application-specific
smart contracts

Risk pool keeper,
Relayer

High Public No Helps earn interest in
cryptocurrency

B-FICA [37] Dynamic block Protocol validator Medium Private No Builds resilience to Sybil
attack

WISChain [16] Smart contract DengLu Low Private No Rewards Insurers for
data packing

ClaimChain (This
work)

Smart contract Tableau, CouchDB High Private Yes Analyzes and mitigates
LOI attack impact

Fig. 7: Comparison of processing times between ClaimChain system and
CioSy system.

and earn interest from a tokenized risk pool. B-FICA [37] tar-
gets detection and prevention of Sybil attacks. WISChain [16]
provides insurance for websites that incentivize claimants for
data-packing to maintain the system lifecycle.

In comparison to prior related works, the intelligent au-
tomation and security layers at infrastructure and application
levels in ClaimChain make it more highly scalable in terms
of performance, and relatively more resilient to LoI attacks
and fraudulent claims. Specifically, ClaimChain borrows best
practices of threat modeling based on attack trees, and fraud
modeling based on NICB-identified red flags to protect against
LOI attacks. None of the existing Blockchain-based solutions
provide such a set of capabilities. Consequently, an insurer
using existing solutions needs to manually check the validity
of each claim, which delays the claim approval process, and
subjects the process to human error. In addition, ClaimChain
is open-source, whereas both Inspeer and Friendsurance use
proprietary methods and tools.

B. Evaluation of Infrastructure-level Threat Model
As discussed in Section III-D, we assign λ values for the

calculation of probability of different attacks. Our λ value
assignment considers the fact that multiple attack scenarios
can occur concurrently in real-world systems. Consequently,
we assigned a λ value to a specific leaf node in the attack
tree and utilized a small positive constant (K) of ≈0.0002
for all the remaining nodes for calculating the likelihood of a
particular LoI attack scenario.

TABLE III: λ values for different LoI threat scenarios.

Type Threat Events λ

S1 Maliciously obtain legitimate user ac-
counts

0.01

S2 Create malicious user accounts 0.03

S3 Exploit exposed input tags 0.03

S4 Unauthorized SQL modification com-
mands

0.01

S5 Unauthorized attacker login 0.03

S6 Unauthorized access to the Blockchain
transaction

0.007

S7 Malicious software injection 0.03

S8 Duplicate claims to receive double com-
pensation

0.04

S9 Claim misinformation to increase com-
pensation

0.05

S10 Phishing through Email to obtain sensitive
information

0.03

S11 Phishing through Instant message to ob-
tain sensitive information

0.02

1) Probability Analysis of LoI Attack Tree: As shown
in Table III, we allocate constant λ values based on [30]
using the concept of weighted probabilities. Subsequently, to
evaluate the attack vulnerability, we examine each leaf node
individually to determine the likelihood of LoI attacks.

Fig. 8: Probability of LoI in different threat scenarios shown in Table III.

Fig. 8 shows the Likelihood of LoI for each leaf node of
the attack tree for the threat scenarios shown in Table III at
various time intervals ∈ [60s, 120s, 180s]. We can observe
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that the leaf nodes S1 (Obtain legitimate user accounts), S2
(Create malicious user accounts), S8 (Duplicate Claims) and
S9 (Claim Misinformation) are the most dominant attacks that
are likely to disrupt the ClaimChain system.

2) Attack Probability Reduction: To achieve attack prob-
ability reduction in ClaimChain, we employ security design
principles as discussed in Section IV-A3. Specifically, we
apply the security design principles on the earlier identified
vulnerable nodes (i.e., Sybil attack, unauthorized access and
claim misinformation) of the LoI attack tree. We incorporate
the hardening design principle on the unauthorized access leaf
nodes by adding an extra node in the attack i.e., a firewall to
prevent access to the ClaimChain system. Note, as per the
POPA principle, the original account of the attacker and the
accounts they create lack the privilege to access the target
account i.e., they need the approval of other users to obtain
access. We apply the POPA principle on one of the vulnerable
nodes i.e., Sybil attack by adding a new node approval of
access. Similarly, we add a security design principle on the
claim misinformation node by adding an extra node on the
attack tree. Subsequently, we re-evaluate the modified attack
trees after incorporating the three design principles using the
UPPAAL tool. With the stated attacker profile, the obtained
results are shown in Fig. 9. We observe that the probability
of an LoI disruption is lowered from 0.85 to 0.646 (24%
reduction) through the use of a mixture of recommended
security design principles in our ClaimChain system.

Fig. 9: Probability after application of design principles to mitigate impact of
LoI in ClaimChain.

C. Evaluation of Application-level Fraud Model

To evaluate our fraud model, we host a publicly available
dataset [12] on the ClaimChain testbed and perform machine
learning model experiments. The dataset describes insurance
vehicle incident claims for an undisclosed insurance com-
pany. It contains 15,530 claims, out of which 924 claims
are labeled as fraudulent (ground truth), and each claim
comprises of 31 attributes describing the following compo-
nents: (a) Customer demographic details (Age, Sex, Marital
Status), (b) Purchased policy (Policy Type, Vehicle Category,
No: of supplements, Agent Type), (c) Claim circumstances
(day/month/week claimed, policy report filed, witness present,
past days between incident-policy report and incident-claim,
and (d) Other customer data (number of cars, previous claims,
Driver Rating).

TABLE IV: Machine learning models accuracy in fraudulent claims analysis.

S.No Model Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score
i KNN 96% 0.96 0.96 0.96

ii RCF 82% 0.96 0.67 0.78

iii LR 76% 0.70 0.74 0.72

iv XGBoost 98% 0.98 0.98 0.98

For detecting fraudulent activities based on the NICB-
identified red flags, we use four machine learning models:
Random Cut Forest, K-Nearest Neighbor, Logistic Regression
and XGBoost. The choice of our machine learning models is
influenced by their unique significance and their performance
in identifying patterns in comparison with other machine learn-
ing models such as e.g., Support Vector Machine, Decision
Tree. We used 80% of the dataset for training and 20% for
testing. Table IV shows the machine learning models accuracy
results along with precision, recall and F-score values for the
test data set. We conclude that the XGBoost is ideal for use
in ClaimChain because it has the highest accuracy of 98%
in detecting fraudulent activities when compared to all other
machine learning models.

Fig. 10: Fraudulent claims PDF based on risk scores (High, Medium, Low)
obtained from the open dataset analysis.

Fig. 10 shows the fraudulent claims probability density
function (PDF) based on risk scores (High, Medium, Low)
considering a representative sample of 15,530 claims in the
open dataset. We observe that 80.28% of the claims fall in the
high-risk score area in terms of fraudulence, 19.39% of the
claims fall in the medium-risk area, and 0.33% of the claims
fall in the low-risk area.

In an additional set of experiments, we perform data analysis
on the open dataset of claims hosted on the ClaimChain
testbed. In this case, we borrowed the idea of calculating
Performance Metrics & Statistical Significance from the work
in [38]. Thereby, we are able to understand the various data
features and their inter-relation. At a descriptive level, we first
summarize a macro-profile for 924 fraud cases in the dataset.
We draw the following few key conclusions from the analysis
of the dataset: (i) 88.6% of the fraudsters were male, (ii) 67.2%
were married, (iii) average age was 38.2 years, (iv) 51.7% have
rating greater than 2 i.e., 3, 4, (v) 98.2% do not have police
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reports, and (vi) 99% do not have a witness. Additionally, we
conclude that most of the fraudulent claims identified have no
police report and nor witnesses.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an intelligent insurance claim
processing system viz., “ClaimChain” that is built upon a
consortium Blockchain platform in order to replace the tra-
ditional NICB/ISO database architecture used in the auto-
insurance industry. Our ClaimChain featured novel schemes
to: (i) improve security at the infrastructure-level through
threat modeling via the use of attack trees, and (ii) improve
security at the application-level through fraud modeling using
machine learning and NICB-identified red flags. Our evalua-
tion results showed that our ClaimChain solution is clearly
a futuristic alternative to the current NICB/ISO database
architecture, and can help in achieving greater participation,
processing efficiency, and trust amongst the insurance provider
organizations. In addition, we showed that ClaimChain can be
equipped with a mix of security design principles that are
effective in protecting insurance claims processing as seen
from the results that show a reduction of the probability of
LoI by up to 24% before and after application of the security
design principles. Lastly, we showed that our fraud detection
approach featuring the XGBoost machine learning model in
ClaimChain is effective in detecting NICB-identified red flags
with an accuracy of 98%.

As part of future work, one can expand ClaimChain to be
more resilient to Sybil attacks by developing better detection
mechanisms. In addition, multi-domain entities (such as e.g.,
police and third-party insurance administrators) can be in-
volved in the insurance claims processing towards building an
industry-wide claims processing solution to more effectively
conduct fraud analytics at large-scale.
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